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Suited for Intermediate Users 

LulzBot TAZ Modular Print Bed Heater 

The LulzBot TAZ Modular Print Bed System ensures your LulzBot 
TAZ is going strong for years to come with improved ease-of-
maintenance, increased versatility, and better heat uniformity across 
the bed surface. The system is an easy and smart upgrade to a 
LulzBot TAZ 3D Printer (compatible with 24-volt versions only, TAZ 3-
6). 

The LulzBot TAZ Modular Print Bed Heater is the lower half of the 
TAZ Modular Print Bed System and features a silicone heat pad 
laminated to a stainless steel heat spreader. The heat spreader 
ensures uniform heat distribution across the surface of the bed. 
 



PRODUCT ALERT (2) 

Upgrading your LulzBot TAZ? 

Get the other half of the LulzBot TAZ Modular Print Bed System here. 

TAZ 3 - 5 Users 

Users with LulzBot TAZ 3D Printers generations 3 - 5 will need to 3D 
print adjusted bed corners, and use a soldering iron to transfer or install M3-
0.5 x3.8 mm heatset inserts into the new corners. 
 

Works with: LulzBot TAZ 6, LulzBot TAZ 5, LulzBot TAZ 4, LulzBot TAZ 3 

 

Features 

Stainless steel heat spreader for maximizing uniform heat 
distribution across the print surface. 

Compatible with all 24-volt LulzBot TAZ 3D Printers (TAZ 3 
through TAZ 6). 

Parts & Specifications 

Parts Included 

(1) LulzBot TAZ Modular Print Bed Heater 

(1) Wire tie 

Additional Parts Required 

TAZ 3 - 5 Users 

(1) TAZ 5 Bed Corners for Modular Print Bed System (not 
included - print yourself) 
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